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Working forest conservation easements can make sense
By Curtis Seltzer
Over the years, I’ve become less enthusiastic about conservation easements as they apply to
timberland.
Among the mixed bag of reasons for my unease are:
1. Deliberate inflation of timber value to inflate the size of the easement value to inflate the size
of the tax benefits available to the landowner;
2. Questionable assignments of environmental value to certain timberland tracts, which is the
first hurdle in qualifying land for conservation-easement status;
3. Overly strict restrictions on cutting timber that have little, if anything, to do with protecting
the environmental values of the tract;
4. A bias toward applying wilderness (“forever wild”; no-use) standards to non-wilderness lands
in a way that doesn’t benefit the environmental values that should be protected;
5. Easement donors who don’t fully understand the long-term financial implications for spouses
and heirs of severing a valuable, appreciating right in a property, particularly when it’s one of their
principal financial assets;
6. Revenue loss for local governments that reduce assessed property value to reflect the
donation of the easement; and
7. Long-term reduction in the amount of land capable of producing wood products, broadly
defined, which may or may not affect timber supply and prices in the future.
Still, I endorse the use of conservation easements for certain types of timberland and other lands. I
work with clients who use them as part of their acquisition strategies. I’m not opposed to leaving
private lands completely free of human intervention, though I think that usually carries the notion of
protection too far and winds up putting important environmental values at risk.
While it doesn’t address some of the issues I’ve listed above, a Working Forest Conservation
Easement (WFCE) does address several important ones. A WFCE envisions timberland to be
managed for timber production over a long period. This can involve annual timber-sale income in
the case of a very large tract or income spaced, say, every 15 or 25 years, for smaller tracts of
mixed-age, mixed-species woods. The emphasis is on long-term returns from sustainable
management rather than a short-term emphasis of maximized revenue. Use restrictions that would
impede managing the woodlands as a working forest are not imposed.
The rights that the WFCE limits relate to residential and commercial development. The value of
these rights depends on the location of the property and other factors, but it could amount to as
much as 50 percent of current fair market value. The value of the easement would typically include
the estimated value of the development rights (residential, commercial, mineral) foregone along
with the foregone value of merchantable timber not cut in the short run.
One version of a WFCE was developed to protect and work with about 2,200 acres of California
redwoods in the Van Eck Forest. The concept was pioneered by the Pacific Forest Trust (PFT) whose
goal is to preserve productive private forests for all their public benefits—the delivery of wood,
water, wildlife and a well-balanced climate. PFT incorporated carbon storage in its management plan
for both climatic and financial reasons. The forest generates income from the sale of both timber
and carbon credits. (Laurie Wayburn, “THE VAN ECK FOREST: Carbon Markets and the New
Economic Paradigm for Forest Sustainability,” in James N. Levitt, ed., Conservation Capital in the
Americas: Exemplary Conservation Finance Initiatives (Lincoln Institute of Land Policy/Island Press,
2010 at  HYPERLINK "http://www.lincolninst.edu/"  www.lincolninst.edu ; Ms. Wayburn heads
the PFT at  HYPERLINK "http://www.pacificforest.org/"  www.pacificforest.org . )
A WFCE generates income for the landowner; maintains significant, appreciating value for heirs;
incorporates environmental values into its timber-management plan; continues timber production
from a renewable resource in a sustainable manner; and offers the option of generating income
from the timberland through carbon credits and hunting leases, if desired.
Making arrangements for the sale of the landowner’s timber-stored carbon is a critical part of the

PFT’s approach. It’s cumbersome and costly for small landowners to work through the Chicago
Climate Exchange, but it’s possible…and it may become easier in the future.
Curtis Seltzer is a land consultant who works with buyers and helps sellers with marketing plans. He
is author of How To Be a DIRT-SMART Buyer of Country Property at www.curtis-seltzer.com where
his weekly columns are posted..
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